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4  EXCHANGE REPORT

Letter from the President & CEO

What a year it has been. We have experienced epic unanticipated challenges to our work: a global 
pandemic, new flare-ups of longstanding racist violence and white supremacy, massive job loss, and 
more. In spite of all these things, you — our partner organizations — have been an inspiration. You 
have innovated daily to continue providing vital services to those in need.  And you have shared those 
innovations with each other in ways that sustained us and made us stronger.  

Through the Exchange we all contribute to something that is much bigger than any one of us: we shape 
the future of human services, and the future of economic mobility. Together we evolve and improve our 
work every day.
 
In a time when things feel very scary, and the future feels uncertain, I sleep 
better at night knowing that all of us are working together to make the world a 
better place. I am thrilled to share this report with you, which reflects the hard 
work of not just our Exchange Team here at EMPath, but of all of you. 
 
With deepest appreciation,  

Beth

The Exchange Team is beyond grateful to you, Exchange members, for all you do to disrupt poverty 
in your community and beyond! This past year has challenged us all on so many levels, and yet you 
continued to stay actively engaged with the learning network — shaping and evolving new tools, sharing 
strategies and resources on the portal and through webinars, supporting fellow members through 
weekly discussions and workgroups, and pivoting to online and virtual coaching, trainings, and events. 
You inspire us each and every day through your commitment to economic mobility, your innovation, 
collaboration, and resilience. 

With much respect and appreciation — the Exchange Team.    

Thank you from the Team

The Exchange Team. Left to right, top: Katie 
Sullivan, Ginger Haggerty, Diana Rocha.
Middle: Ann-Elizabeth Young, Rosemarie 
Caward, Raysheema Rainey. Bottom: 
Jennifer Lowe.
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THE NUMBERS: THE EXCHANGE IN FY20

8%: Government
Agency

33%: Large 
Direct Service 
Provider

6%: Network of
Direct Service
Providers

46%: Small
Direct Service 
Provider

4%: Philanthropic
Organization or Other

3%: Academic
Institutions

BREAKDOWN OF MEMBER TYPE

225,000+ 
total number of individuals served since 2014

604
 
number of individuals 
trained in FY20

111
 
number of organizations 
trained in FY20

142 

number of Exchange 
members in FY20 

3,600+ 
number of individuals 
trained since 2014

369 
number of organizations 
trained since 2014

97% 
percent of network 
members who would 
recommend the training
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NEW TOOLS AND RESOURCES

In response to member needs, EMPath has developed a number of new tools and resources over 
the past year. Here are a few highlights:

The Exchange Team is frequently asked, “What is available in terms of program design and 
implementation support?” To answer this, EMPath sought to create additional trainings and 
resources to supplement the Mobility Mentoring Practitioners Guide (available for purchase by 
Level 2 and 3 members) and 1:1 consultation sessions.

• Mobility Mentoring Overview and Implementation Planning: a new workshop series, available 
remotely, designed for program managers and design committees in the early stages to 
better understand the model, and explore considerations for implementation within their 
organization. 

• Mobility Mentoring Implementation Flow Chart: a visual tool that maps out 
activities within each phase of designing, piloting, and scaling a Mobility 
Mentoring-informed approach. This flowchart comes with a corresponding project 
planning template that can be adapted to use in your work. Both tools can be 
found on the online member portal under Implementation Resources.  

Another common question the Exchange Team receives is, “How can we continue to support 
coaches after they receive training in Mobility Mentoring?” We responded by creating two 
tools to ensure economic mobility coaching skills continue to grow and strengthen beyond the 
initial training.

• Organizational Strategies to Support Practitioners in their Mobility Mentoring Informed 
Coaching Practices: a guide that maps out ways in which member organizations can support 
coaching staff throughout various stages of their career. Timelines and hyperlinks to 
additional resources are embedded within the document.    

• Mobility Mentoring Observation Tool: a new tool for supervisors and managers to use when 
observing or shadowing a coaching session to assess a mentor’s coaching skills in various 
coaching sessions — whether engaging in an initial Bridge conversation, or revisiting goals 
and progression toward achieving the goals. This tool is prefaced with tips to consider before 
and after observation.   

To learn more, be sure to check out the January 8, 2020 webinar, 
“Observation Tool as a Component of Ongoing Support for 
Practitioners” found on the portal! Level 2 and 3 members have 
access to both the webinar and the tools on the online member 
portal. 

“The research and 
resources provided 
by the Exchange have 
supplied us with guides 
for evaluating and 
improving our own 
processes”
 — Exchange Member, 2020  

Average increase 
in income

$478
monthly

$5,736
annually

Average goal 
achievement rate

77% of goals 
reached

Average increase 
in self-sufficiency

Bridge to Self-Sufficiency score based 
on programs using EMPath’s Bridge

PROGRAM 
INCEPTION

PROGRAM 
COMPLETION

7 point 
increase

Outcome Highlights 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/empath-website/exchange-resources/Implementation_Flow_and_Planning_Template.pdf
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By the numbers: who got counted

LEVEL II ORGANIZATIONS SUBMITTING BENCHMARK DATA AS OF 9/15/2020

1,500

1,500 households 
who received 
Mobility Mentoring 
services over 
the past year are 
represented in this 
data. 503 individuals 
completed 
both intake and 
exit income 
assessments, with 
an average of 409 
days between 
assessments. 

17 out of 45 Exchange members 
who had been implementing 
Mobility Mentoring informed 
services for over a year submitted 
data.  (The Research and Evaluation team 
anticipates 3 more will submit data shortly.)  

36% 
age
35+

46% 
age

25-34

16%
age

18-24

ages of participants

Participants 
received 
309 days 
of Mobility 
Mentoring 
informed 
services on 
average (13 
meetings per 
participant).

309
10 programs used EMPath’s 
Bridge to Self-Sufficiency 
(these programs averaged 
394 days between 
assessments).
9 used their own customized 
Bridge (these programs 
averaged 292 days between 
Bridge assessments).

A total of 
1,979 goals 
were set (the 
number of 

goals set per program 
ranged from 21 – 470, with 
an average 94 goals 
per program or about 3 
goals per participant 
each reporting period). 

Program size ranged from fewer than 10 
adults to more than 360.

genders of participants

75%
female

25%
male

2 programs were >90% men (compared 
to last year, when all programs served 
predominantly women)
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      ANNUAL MEMBER RECOGNITION

We would like to recognize the Exchange member organizations that have stood
out this year for their outstanding efforts and contributions to the field. Thank you to

 all who submitted nominations to honor these exceptional organizations!

Knowledge Leaders — member organizations who advanced learning by submitting 
a response to the Exchange’s annual member survey and submitting annual outcomes 
data to EMPath’s Research and Evaluation department.

Most Impactful — A Knowledge Leader who demonstrated a large impact, either 
through scale/scope of those served and/or significant gains in outcomes.

Congratulations to the Boys and Girls Clubs 
of Dorchester Massachusetts! Their impact 
is inspiring — the Boys and Girls Clubs of 
Dorchester reported families achieving the 
most dramatic increase in Bridge scores 
(23 points!), and an impressive 84% goal 
achievement rate! 

Key Innovator — A member organization who has demonstrated a standout effort, 
has gone above and beyond to evolve/innovate on the model, practice, and/or 
implementation process and has shared that learning with other Exchange members.

Congratulations to Washington State Department of Children, Youth, and Families 
(DCYF)! Washington State DCYF launched a collaborative effort to ensure equitable

practices in the implementation of a Mobility Mentoring-
informed approach. They engaged key stakeholders 
— Early Childhood Education and Assistance Programs, 
families, and the National Equity Project — in the process, 
and facilitated Mobility Mentoring Equity Workgroups and

Tribal Workgroups. As a result, they have redesigned their Bridge and will be piloting it 
throughout 2020-2021. They continue to share their learnings with the Exchange and 
member organizations by sharing their newly evolved tools and by presenting at the 
Exchange regional summit (Greater Seattle) and Exchange Member Convening.

84%
goal

achievement

Anderson Interfaith Ministries (AIM)
Boys & Girls Clubs of Dorchester
Branches
Catholic Family Center of the Diocese 

of Rochester
Children’s Aid & Family Services
Children’s Wisconsin
Coalition on Temporary Shelter 

(COTS)
Columbus Works, Inc.

Community Properties Impact 
Corporation

Episcopal Community Services
Growing Home
MGH Chelsea HealthCare Center
Mosaic Ministries
The Family Partnership
United Way of Bartholomew County
United Way of South Hampton Roads
Warren Village



Key Collaborator — A member organization who has engaged collaboratively with 
EMPath and/or other Exchange member organizations to advance learning and/or the 
practice of Mobility Mentoring.

Congratulations to New York City’s Administration for Children’s Services (NYC ACS)! 
Over the past year, NYC ACS collaborated closely with EMPath and seven Exchange

member organizations awarded a multiyear contract, to 
introduce Mobility Mentoring as a family support program 
in the child welfare sector. NYC ACS is supporting learning 
communities for these seven members to grow and strengthen

their practice. Contributions from this group have already been shared with other 
members in the child welfare sector, and we expect that this shared learning will continue 
to deepen and grow!

Pinnacle Award — A member organization who has overcome a significant challenge 
and has persisted.

Congratulations to the Zepf Center of Toledo, Ohio! The impact of the coronavirus 
pandemic forced the Zepf Center to rethink how to continue to support participants

through the agency’s employment, housing services, mental 
health and substance treatment programs. They applied for 
a grant to provide participants with laptops to continue job 
search and remote coaching sessions. They also partnered 
with their local Goodwill Industries to supplement job search

activities. In the substance treatment program (methadone clinic), they developed new 
protocols to continue providing treatment to 500 individuals.

Episcopal Community Services
EMPath
Snohomish County ECEAP
Washington State Department of Children, Youth & Families
Platform31

b
Thanks to our Beta Testers!
Mobility Mentoring Foundations is now live

Happy Anniversary!
Celebrating 5 Years as Exchange Members

Heading Home
Washington State Department of Children, Youth, and Families
Children’s Home Society of Washington
Jewish Family Service of San Diego 
Horizons for Homeless Children
Children’s Aid and Family Services
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Finally, EMPath 
would like to give 
a very special 
thank you to 
all the member 
organizations 
who helped to 
beta-test and 
provide feedback 
on EMPath’s 
first online 
course, Mobility 
Mentoring 
Foundations, in 
our new online 
learning platform, 
Engage@EMPath. 
Your feedback 
has helped 
shape the future 
of learning for 
members across 
the world!
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How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected your plans to implement/continue 
implementation of Mobility Mentoring informed work?Q

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20

The past year has brought about uncertainty, reevaluation of priorities, and a new focus for sustainability. 
The most evident lesson learned this year was our collective ability as a field to shift and adapt to the 
challenges and changes presented. Over the next few pages, we will attempt to summarize a year’s worth 
of very rich shared learning, covering the following topics: COVID-19 Response and Recalibration, Racial 
Equity, Subgroups, Implementation Case Studies, and Incentivized Member Surveys.

 COVID-19 RESPONSE AND RECALIBRATION
In an effort to stay safe and minimize in-person interactions, many member organizations shifted to 
remote coaching. In doing so, they had to find ways to bridge the technological divide, supporting both 
staff and participants (and their children) in staying connected to each other, to work, and to school. 
Through weekly member discussions, trainings, and calls, we learned from each other that coaching 
remotely can present challenges (e.g. maintaining boundaries while working from home, technical 
difficulties, distractions, limitations of coaching tools) as well as benefits (e.g. reduction of barriers to 
meet such as the cost of transportation, scheduling, or needing to arrange childcare; more frequent 
interaction that comes with the ease of technology). Organizations have gotten creative and adapted 
tools to make it work, such as creating fillable PDF versions of the Bridge and Goal Action Plans that can 
be emailed or completed together via video conferencing.   
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The Weekly Exchange
In late March 2020, many organizations were left scrambling to adapt to a quickly changing landscape 
that required some staff to work remotely while their essential colleagues continued supporting 
participants in person. So, just weeks after stay-at-home orders were put into effect due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the Exchange launched an online series called The Weekly Exchange as a place 
for members to join in pertinent conversations related to the pandemic and its impact on services and 
organizations as we all adjust to the “new normal.”  

The themes for weekly discussions were driven by Exchange members, based on poll results and 
requests for topics as needs evolved over time. Conversations were candid, and provided a consistent 
place to connect when it felt that the world outside was changing every minute. Some of the topics 
included self-care and managing anxiety, remote coaching and supervising remote coaches, goal-
setting during crisis, the future of work, and more.

We thank everyone who joined us during 
those eleven weeks, and the Exchange is 
proud to see the generous and supportive 
community that has grown around the 
Exchange member network. 

289 members
registered for the Weekly 
Exchange

289

SOME LESSONS SHARED DURING THE WEEKLY EXCHANGE 
REMOTE COACHING

How can we build relationships in a remote 
world? 

To establish a connection, acknowledge that 
we are all impacted by COVID-19. Make space 
for processing so much change, accept that 
participants’ goals and opportunities are changing 
and we (as coaches) must go with the changing 
tides. 

What if the internet is too slow? What if they 
don’t have a printer? 

Get creative! Use Facebook Messenger groups to 
bring people together, take pictures of forms to 
email, create fillable PDFs that don’t need printing. 
Adaptation, adaptation, adaptation!  

MAINTAINING BOUNDARIES 

The lines are blurring between work and home, 
between friend and mentor.... how do I adjust?

When our personal and professional lives begin 
to blur, we need to think about what structure 
we need to not become MORE stressed or 
overwhelmed. Create a schedule, be honest 
with your colleagues about your capacity, take 
a moment, or five, to yourself to regroup. Zoom 
fatigue is real! 

To keep building those professional relationships 
with participants, make space for the reality of 
the times (for venting and processing) AND set 
an expectation for when you are available. When 
possible, we want to remain looking to the future. 

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20
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Member Highlights: Recalibration
We wanted to highlight three members from this past year who have led the way in recalibrating their 
work during the pandemic.  
 

Catholic Charities has seen a drastic increase in need due to COVID-19. Food 
insecurity has been an especially big issue: Catholic Charities delivered more than 
1.5 million pounds of food between March and June 2020, which surpassed their 
usual delivery of 1 million pounds of food over an entire year.

Even with the increase in need for services and support, they remain dedicated to utilizing the 
Mobility Mentoring framework in their programs. They continued forward with their plan for 
implementation, and are using their Bridge to Hope across programs supporting basic needs, 
veterans, seniors, and young families.

In a continued response to COVID-19, and its economic impact on current and past 
participants, Able Works has accelerated the launch of their newly designed alumni 
initiative to support about 200 alumni of their LiveAble program through their new 
Together We Rise Initiative. They have long sensed a need and demand to continue 
supporting their alumni as they continue their upward trajectory toward economic 
independence. The immediate goal since mid-March is to ensure that all current 
and past LiveAble families overcome the COVID-19 crisis. An emerging goal is to 
help participants prepare for a post-pandemic economy.  

 To accomplish this goal, Able Works’ fundamental approach is the same: 

• Peer support 

• Education focused on five life domains:  family stability, personal well-being, financial 
management, education and training, and career development  

• 1:1 coaching/care management 

• Access to mental health counseling  

• Access to resources and reliable information  

Mosaic Ministries continues to think creatively about how they deliver their Pilot 
Mobility Mentoring-informed program with their Baby University graduates. 
Like so many organizations and social service providers, they have had to take 
their services and interactions virtual. Without missing a beat, staff at Mosaic 
Ministries leaned in to think about how to engage with their participants and how 
to continue to incorporate the Bridge to Self-Sufficiency® into their interactions.

In conjunction with one-on-one coaching via telephone, they have built out a curriculum that 
supports executive functioning skill development and courses for each of the pillars on the Bridge 
to Self-Sufficiency, all with accompanying videos to add an additional layer of learning. To support 
cohort connections, they have created closed Facebook groups for classes to share, connect, and 
receive updates and information from Mosaic Ministries. 

Mosaic Ministries remains dedicated and engaged with their participants and have used these past 
few months to expand their learning resources and offerings. 

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20

https://able.is/
https://www.mosaicministries.us/
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  SHARED LEARNING: RACIAL EQUITY
The summer of 2020 brought new focus on longstanding racial injustices, following the murders of 
unarmed persons of color. Organizations within the Exchange have consistently been sharing their racial 
equity, diversity, and inclusion (DEI) initiatives to ensure that Mobility Mentoring informed programming, 
tools, and approaches are inclusive of everyone served. 

A number of Exchange member organizations have contributed greatly to our shared learning on racial equity. 

• The Washington State Department of Children, Youth, and Families have shared their multiyear 
collaborative process of revamping their Bridge imagery and language to be more inclusive and 
better reflect the diversity of families served throughout the state. 

• Episcopal Community Services continues to mentor others and share their initiatives on 
incorporating an equity lens into their programming and advocacy efforts. 

• Avivo led a workshop for members on combating bias with personal agency at this year’s Regional 
Summit in Columbus, OH.  

Many Exchange members also contributed their thoughts on diversity, equity, and inclusion through 
an incentivized member survey. Members shared that they have integrated DEI in their workplace and 
coaching practice, including:

• Developing materials that reflect multicultural backgrounds, 

• Creating safe spaces in the workplaces, 

• Providing training to promote self-awareness of bias and prejudice. 

• Integrating racial equity language in organizational practices including value statements, meetings, 
hiring goals, training. 

• Meet people where they are, and build real relationships. Ask questions and listen actively to participants. 

• One member noted that utilizing the Bridge as a framework can help navigate conversations about 
cultural responses. Another member shared that promoting DEI in their own workplace demonstrates 
and models what success could look like for all people. 

A couple of members shared more information about specific initiatives they have undertaken to further DEI:

• Able Works, of East Palo Alto, CA, integrated DEI approaches through offering information sessions 
every week, called Cafesitos. They also have a Facebook group for participants. They provide 
assistance and send out all information through various platforms that they know participants use.

• South Middlesex Opportunity Council (SMOC), of Framingham, MA, integrated DEI approaches 
through hiring multilingual staff, providing required documents in multiple languages, providing 
diversity training for all staff bi-annually, utilizing multiple communication modes such as email, 
phone, social media, and flyers in public resource locations.

Many Exchange member organizations have reached out to EMPath to better learn 
how to create a more intentional focus on racial equity and inclusion within their 
work. As a result of the increased interest, the Exchange will launch a Racial Equity 
and Inclusion themed workgroup in Fall 2020, to create a unified space for the 
exchange of ideas, practices, and tools. 

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20
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  SHARED LEARNING: SUBGROUPS
Subgroups within the Exchange act as opportunities for organizations with similar programs or interests 
to come together and build knowledge.  

Bringing Mobility Mentoring into HealthCare Systems
Over the past year, many of the Exchange Member organizations working within healthcare systems have 
either newly implemented Mobility Mentoring informed approaches into their programs or continued to 
build upon their implementation processes.  We have learned how different members within this sector 
have supported their staff in building capacity as they learn about Mobility Mentoring, prepared staff for 
the coaching mindset, and strengthened staff’s coaching skills surrounding various pillars of the Bridge 
to Self-Sufficiency.

Two of the member organizations in the healthcare field have shared their experiences in 
implementation. Children’s Wisconsin and Massachusetts General Hospital Chelsea Healthcare 
presented at the 2019 Prevent Child Abuse America National Conference. Children’s Wisconsin also 
shared with the Exchange their implementation journey utilizing Human Centered Design in our March 
2020 Webinar: “Mobility Mentoring® in Child Welfare Programs and Design Thinking.” Through focus 
groups and other resources, the human-centered design techniques they implemented helped to solicit 
rapid-cycle feedback and adapt the Mobility Mentoring tools to align with their child welfare focus. Using 
this innovative thinking framework also helped to engage Children’s Wisconsin staff and professional 
partners in training and the overall implementation of a Mobility Mentoring informed approach into their 
programming. 

In the upcoming year, the Healthcare Learning Subgroup will focus on the following 
topics generated from a feedback survey: capturing Mobility Mentoring® in 
Electronic Health Records (EHR), using financial incentives in healthcare, linking 
health and social outcome data, as well as working outside of healthcare (child 
welfare, employment support) from a healthcare base. If interested in joining this 
workgroup, please email theexchange@empathways.org for more information. 

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20

mailto:theexchange%40empathways.org?subject=
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Workforce Development Subgroup
In early February 2020, the Exchange hosted the inaugural Workforce Development Subgroup call that 
brought together eleven member organizations to discuss how workforce development and the model 
intersect.   

The hopes and expectations were defined as creating a space to discuss the topic, learn about each 
other’s work, and connect, and building up resources and knowledge for Workforce Development 
focused programs and organizations in the Exchange.
  
On the call, members shared a variety of success measures that they track, including obtaining 
employment and job retention over time, income gains tied with employment, numeracy and literacy 
gains, and longer-term education gains such as a GED or high school diploma. Additional assessments 
were also used to identify gains in self-efficacy, motivation, and hope.  

One assessment used by a member to measure self-esteem is the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. 
This scale is used at entry into the program and exit and is meant to measure changes in a person’s 
self-esteem over time. The use of this scale by this member is part of a broader trend across several 
organizations to measure mindset shifts alongside more traditional outcome changes over time.

This working group will continue to meet in FY21 and explore the impacts of 
COVID-19 on this sector, as well as build knowledge around what work looks like in 
the 21st century.  Interested in being a part of the discussion? Want to be included 
in future subgroups? Connect with us at theexchange@empathways.org and keep 
an eye on the Exchange Portal Calendar for upcoming events.

“The workgroup discussion calls have been 
extremely valuable. We have appreciated 
the opportunity to take part in the 
development of the data collection tools 
and give feedback about how best to show 
our impact from Mobility Mentoring. It is 
great to connect with other members in 
the Exchange across the country and learn 
best practices and challenges that other 
organizations are facing.”
 — Exchange Member, 2020  

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20

https://www.apa.org/obesity-guideline/rosenberg-self-esteem.pdf
mailto:theexchange@empathways.org
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  SHARED LEARNING: IMPLEMENTATION CASE STUDIES

“Seeing what others have done and implemented is very helpful” — Exchange Member, 2020

This past year, the Exchange Team started a project to gather learnings on implementation of 
a Mobility Mentoring-informed approach. For the first case study, the Exchange team focused 
on the housing sector, including transitional, long-term, short-term, and permanent housing 
programs. This sector has proven to be a prime environment for implementing a Mobility 
Mentoring-informed approach into programs and shows signs that it will continue to grow. A big 
“thank you” to Exchange Members Warren Village, The Brisben Center, and Growing Home for 
sharing their time and experience through the case study process.

The goal of the case study was to learn more about: 

• What program types have implemented a Mobility Mentoring informed approach.

• Challenges and successes experienced during the implementation process. 

• Implementation key practices, and how internal processes were adapted.

• Length of time to implement essential elements of Mobility Mentoring.

• What strategies were used to ensure staff buy-in and input.

• What was the influence or impact of the Exchange and the Mobility Mentoring model on 
outcomes of the program.

Lessons learned include:

• A need to identify funders who understand holistic and systemic approach to economic 
mobility,

• The importance of creating a monthly structure for training and support for staff, and 

• The need to engage direct service staff early on in the program development process. 

The first Implementation Case Study, focused on the housing sector, will be 
available in Fall 2020. In Spring 2021, the Exchange plans to release the next 
series of Implementation Case Studies with a focus on the early education and 
care sector. Interested in being a part of a case study or have a suggestion for a 
sector to highlight? Contact theexchange@empathways.org to learn more and 
provide suggestions.

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20

https://warrenvillage.org/
https://www.brisbencenter.org/
http://www.growinghome.org/
mailto:theexchange@empathways.org
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  SHARED LEARNING FROM INCENTIVIZED MEMBER SURVEYS
Every quarter, the Exchange Team sends an Incentivized Survey to members to get feedback 
on specific topics that are relevant to the time. In addition to the diversity, equity, and inclusion 
responses included above, in the past year the team has gathered responses to the following: 
how members embody a coaching mindset in their physical environment, how they develop the 
capacity for resilience, and stories of impact. Examples from the learnings shared from each topic 
are below:

The Coaching Environment
We recognize how environments impact our participants and staff as they engage in coaching 
and the services that we provide. Environments represent a piece of the broader puzzle of how we 
support participants and build relationships over time. 

Some examples that member organizations shared were:

•	 Allow staff to personalize their own space, so that they feel comfortable and have a sense of 
ownership. 

•	 Look at your spaces through participants’ eyes: Ask participants what would make them feel 
more relaxed, able to open up, and trust their coach? 

•	 Small touches to creating a welcoming environment include welcoming or inspirational 
artwork and signs, soft light and colors, and options for privacy, like curtains or white noise 
machines.

•	 Make the whole family feel more welcome by having age-appropriate toys for kids available.

Developing Capacity for Resilience
When Exchange Members were asked what resilience means, all the responses had common 
themes involving the mental and physical tools to manage crisis, and adapting and moving 
forward. They offered a few techniques for building resilience, including:

•	 Support proactive problem solving and flexibility.

•	 Create daily routines. 

•	 Encourage the participant to develop and utilize their support network and help them develop 
coping skills.

•	 Always using unconditional positive regard, encouragement, and rewards. 

Exchange members shared that they have more empathy for how hard it is to be resilient as they 
have experienced the challenges of COVID-19 and racial violence. These shared experiences 
provide talking points for crisis management and practicing self-care. 

Members are also learning new ways of advocating for change, and being proactive in looking for 
the real steps they can take to make our systems better reflect our values. Realizing that we do 
have power, that there are things we can do to improve the world, builds resilience.

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20



Share Your Impact
One of the surveys was about impacts member organizations have seen, and we wanted to share 
this one from South Middlesex Opportunity Council (SMOC), of Framingham, MA. An Employment 
Coach worked with a participant in their Secure Jobs Program that supports residents in 
their family shelter continuum to secure employment. After a few years of unemployment and 
participating in employment support programs, the participant found clarity and focus through 
mapping her goals on the Bridge to Self-Sufficiency. The participant secured a job and after only 
3 months had the confidence to ask for a much-needed raise. She still continues to climb the 
pillars of the Bridge and it reminds her of how much she has accomplished.

From this experience, SMOC shared that “a circuitous route to the end goal can be the best 
approach. The Employment Coach conducted an assessment without any agenda or program 
outcomes in mind. By allowing so much space for the participant to open up and share their 
individual experience, the staff [member] was able to identify the root of the problem and guide 
[the participant] in creating SMART goals that felt personal and attainable.”

 “Mobility Mentoring tools allow our staff to provide 
the critical support and direction while coaching 
and cheerleading from the sidelines.”
                                — SMOC staff member  

SHARED LEARNING IN FY20
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AN UPDATE ON EMPATH’S INTERGENERATIONAL 
MOBILITY PROJECT PILOT
Through generous support from the Nordblom Family Foundation, in July 2019 EMPath launched 
the Intergenerational Mobility Project, a learning cohort of Exchange members committed to piloting 
EMPath’s whole-family approach to Mobility Mentoring. Each of the participating member organizations 
had been implementing a Mobility Mentoring informed approach for at least two years prior to the start 
of the pilot, and for the pilot each site had the option of implementing both or one of EMPath’s Intergen 
tools: The Child Bridge to a Brighter FutureTM and/or the Family Carpool Lane Tool® in addition to the 
Bridge to Self-Sufficiency® (or their adapted version). 

The four organizations in the pilot cohort — Coalition for Temporary Shelter (COTS) located in 
Detroit, Community Services Consortium (CSC) located in Oregon, The Family Partnership located 
in Minneapolis, and The Opportunity Alliance located in Portland, Maine — have created a highly 
collaborative community. Through monthly cohort calls and individual site calls with EMPath, staff from 
each of the sites share their experiences implementing the Intergen tools. Additional learning is captured 
through data, as each pilot site shares data for analysis with EMPath’s Research and Evaluation team.

The pilot, now in its second year, is showing promising results as staff have reported that the tools are 
improving the quality of their work with families and helping them align their work across programs. 
Further, families are expressing that they appreciate the space for intentional conversations and goal 
setting as a whole family.

EMPath is very appreciative for all the extra work each of the four member organizations are doing in 
helping us learn about the use and impact of the Intergen tools and scalability of the program.

The pilot will come to an end June 30, 2021. At that time, all sites will have 
worked with families enrolled in the program for at least one year — allowing for 
a year’s worth of both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the implementation 
and impact of the tools. EMPath plans to share a final report on learnings and 
recommendations in Fall 2021.

INTERGEN UPDATE
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THE NETHERLANDS EXCHANGE
Platform31 has been the exclusive partner of EMPath for the further development and distribution of 
Mobility Mentoring in the Netherlands. Sixteen Netherlands-based members, municipalities and non-
profit organizations are utilizing a Mobility Mentoring-informed approach and seven organizations are 
exploring the approach and possibilities for their organization. 

Tool Adaptation
For the last year The Netherlands Exchange focused new tool support on two specific groups — people 
with mild intellectual disabilities and people with low literacy skills. They released a new publication in 
Dutch with tips to better support these groups of people. They adapted the Bridge to Self-Sufficiency® 
to make it more accessible to people with low literacy skills, and developed an additional visual Bridge, 
with symbols replacing words. These new instruments can be used with any participant who experiences 
difficulties processing information (due to chronic stress, for example).

THE NETHERLANDS EXCHANGE
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  New Research
Pilot Program Evaluation: A research team from the Hogeschool Utrecht and Platform31 
evaluated the implementation of a Mobility Mentoring informed pilot program in the 
municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn. The research shows, among other things, that 
participants in the pilot made progress on various pillars. View the main results in this fact 
sheet on our web portal. 

Social Cost Benefit Analysis: Platform31, together with consultancy firm Rebel, carried 
out an indicative social cost-benefit analysis (SCBA) to explore the effects of Mobility 
Mentoring, including financial, health, and family impacts. Analysis is based on data from 
pilots in four municipalities that have been implementing a Mobility Mentoring informed 
approach. View the main results in this fact sheet or read this news item with reflection on 
these findings available on our web portal.  

  More information
Read more results on working with Mobility Mentoring in the Netherlands in their full year 
report.

In an effort to strengthen the relationship and exchange between Dutch members 
and their international peers, the Netherlands Exchange learning network, currently 
managed by Platform31, will be transferred in January 2021 to EMPath. EMPath 
is thrilled to have the opportunity to further integrate, share, and learn with our 
Netherlands Exchange members!  

Visit our online member portal to view this resource.

THE NETHERLANDS EXCHANGE
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NEW TOOLS AND RESOURCES

In response to member needs, EMPath has developed a number of new tools and resources over 
the past year. Here are a few highlights:

The Exchange Team is frequently asked, “What is available in terms of program 
design and implementation support?” To answer this, EMPath sought to create 
additional trainings and resources to supplement the Mobility Mentoring Practitioners 
Guide (available for purchase by Level 2 and 3 members) and 1:1 consultation sessions.

• Mobility Mentoring Overview and Implementation Planning: a new workshop series, available 
remotely, designed for program managers and design committees in the early stages to 
better understand the model, and explore considerations for implementation within their 
organization. 

• Mobility Mentoring Implementation Flow Chart: a visual tool that maps out 
activities within each phase of designing, piloting, and scaling a Mobility 
Mentoring-informed approach. This flowchart comes with a corresponding project 
planning template that can be adapted to use in your work. Both tools can be 

found on the online member portal under Implementation Resources.  

Another common question the Exchange Team receives is, “How can we continue to 
support coaches after they receive training in Mobility Mentoring?” We responded 
by creating two tools to ensure economic mobility coaching skills continue to grow and 
strengthen beyond the initial training.

• Organizational Strategies to Support Practitioners in their Mobility Mentoring Informed 
Coaching Practices: a guide that maps out ways in which member organizations can support 
coaching staff throughout various stages of their career. Timelines and hyperlinks to 
additional resources are embedded within the document.    

• Mobility Mentoring Observation Tool: a new tool for supervisors and managers to use when 
observing or shadowing a coaching session to assess a mentor’s coaching skills in various 
coaching sessions — whether engaging in an initial Bridge conversation, or revisiting goals 
and progression toward achieving the goals. This tool is prefaced with tips to consider before 
and after observation.   

To learn more, be sure to 
check out the January 8, 2020 
webinar, “Observation Tool as a 
Component of Ongoing Support 
for Practitioners” found on the 
portal! Level 2 and 3 members 
have access to both the webinar 
and the tools on the online 
member portal. 

Q

Q

Visit our online member 
portal to view this 
resource.

http://s3.amazonaws.com/empath-website/exchange-resources/Implementation_Flow_and_Planning_Template.pdf
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LOOKING AHEAD

LOOKING AHEAD

Always looking to grow and evolve the work, the Exchange Team looks to member 
organizations to give us direction for our next steps. Over the years, we asked, and 
you answered! Below is a snapshot of what’s to come, inspired by your feedback 
and suggestions. 

•	 Engage@EMPath — In late October 2020, EMPath will launch our first online course, Mobility 
Mentoring Foundations, on our new online learning platform, Engage@EMPath. This course will be 
open to Level 2 and 3 members at no additional cost. We invite you to register, whether this is your 
first time getting trained on the Mobility Mentoring model, or whether it’s a refresher! We plan to build 
out two additional courses in Engage@EMPath before the end of the fiscal year. Stay tuned!

•	 “What Works” Series — Over the next few years, EMPath, in collaboration with Exchange members, 
will be analyzing aspects of the Mobility Mentoring approach and releasing a paper on the results. 
The three most pressing research questions identified by EMPath and Exchange members are the 
following: 

n  What is the impact of participant self-perception (e.g., self-efficacy, mindset) on their 
participation/engagement (e.g., goals set and completed) and/or key outcomes (e.g., 
earnings gains, bridge gains, or others)? Does Mobility Mentoring create changes in 
participant self-perception? 

n  Does Mobility Mentoring reduce participant stress, improve executive function, and/or 
improve coping skills?  Do such participant changes impact key outcomes?

 
n  What is the relationship between rates of participant goal-setting and key outcomes?

•	 Technology — One of our goals over the next fiscal year is to explore the development of online 
Mobility Mentoring tools. Would it be useful and feasible to have an app for the Bridge to Self-
Sufficiency or goal setting? Interested in helping us explore this further, or have ideas? — email 
theexchange@empathways.org

• Media kit and fundraising tools — Looking to promote your work, and tap into new opportunities 
and resources? Why reinvent the wheel? In the Fall of 2020, EMPath will be rereleasing an updated 
media kit with template press releases for members to share with their local media. Once released, 
new templates, including language to include in grant proposals, will be found on the Exchange 
member portal. 

mailto:theexchange@empathways.org
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CURRENT EXCHANGE MEMBERS LIST

EMPath
Economic Mobility Pathways

18 Degrees Massachusetts 
Able Works California 
Achieving Reunification Center (ARC) Pennsylvania
Ada Jenkins Center North Carolina
All Square Minnesota 
Anderson Interfaith Ministries (AIM) South Carolina
Arm in Arm New Jersey
Avivo Minnesota 
BakerRipley Texas 
Bedford Stuyvesant Restoration 

Corporation
New York

Bindkracht 10 Netherlands
Boys & Girls Clubs of Dorchester Massachusetts 
Branches, Inc. Florida 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital 

Center for Community Health and 
Health Equity

Massachusetts 

Brookline Housing Authority Massachusetts 
Brooklyn Community Services New York
CAN-DO, Citizens for Affordable 

Housing in Newton Development 
Organization

Massachusetts 

Career Path Services Washington 
Catholic Charities Neighborhood 

Services
New York

Catholic Charities of the 
Archdiocese of Galveston-Houston

Texas 

Catholic Family Center of the 
Diocese of Rochester

New York

Center for Human Services California 
Children’s Aid and Family Services New Jersey
Children’s Home Society of 

Washington
Washington 

Children’s Wisconsin Wisconsin 
Climb Wyoming - Esther Wyoming 
Coalition On Temporary Shelter 

(COTS)
Michigan 

Columbus Works, Inc. Ohio 
Community Concepts Maine Maine 
Community Council Health Systems Pennsylvania
Community Properties Impact 

Corporation
Ohio 

Community Resource Center of 
Stanwood Camano

Washington 

Community Services Consortium Oregon 
De Binnenvest Netherlands
Droom Moeders Netherlands
Elmcrest Children’s Center New York

EMPath Massachusetts 
Enterprise Community Partners, Inc. 

Los Angeles
California 

Enterprise Community Partners, Inc. 
National

Colorado 

Enterprise Community Partners, Inc. 
New York

New York

Enterprising Latinas, Inc. Florida 
Episcopal Community Services Pennsylvania
Families Forward Charlotte Inc. North Carolina
Family ACCESS of Newton Massachusetts 
Family Promise of Grand Rapids Michigan 
Family Promise of Greater Orlando Florida 
Family Service of Rhode Island Rhode Island
Farent Sociaal Werk Netherlands
Franklin County Ohio 
Gemeente Alphen aan den Rijn Netherlands
Gemeente Arnhem Netherlands
Gemeente Brunssum Netherlands
Gemeente Den Haag Netherlands
Gemeente Deventer Netherlands
Gemeente Emmen Netherlands
Gemeente Enschede Netherlands
Gemeente Groningen Netherlands
Gemeente Haarlem Netherlands
Gemeente Hoogeveen Netherlands
Gemeente Leeuwarden Netherlands
Gemeente Maastricht Netherlands
Gemeente Midden-Groningen Netherlands
Gemeente Ommen-Hardenberg Netherlands
Gemeente Opsterland Netherlands
Gemeente Rotterdam Netherlands
Gemeente Weert Netherlands
Gemeente Zaanstad Netherlands
GLIDE California 
Good Samaritan Inn Australia
Grace Place Ministry, Inc. Tennessee 
Grand Rapids Women’s Resource 

Center
Michigan 

Growing Home Colorado 
HANAC, Inc New York
Heading Home Massachusetts 
Her Song Florida 
Hinesight Virginia 
Horizons for Homeless Children Massachusetts 
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Impuls from Radboud University Netherlands
Jewish Family Service of San Diego California 
Just-A-Start Corporation (JAS) Massachusetts 
Kent Family Center Maryland 
Laurel Advocacy & Referral Services, 

Inc. (LARS)
Maryland 

Lesley University Massachusetts 
Matson Halverson Christiansen 

Hamilton (MHCH) Foundation
South Dakota

Mecklenburg County Health and 
Human Services

North Carolina

Metro United Way Kentucky 
MGH Chelsea HealthCare Center Massachusetts 
Midtown Partners, Inc. Mississippi 
Mobility Resources Idaho
Mommies & Mimosas California 
Monroe County United Ministries 

(MCUM)
Indiana 

Mosaic Ministries Ohio 
National Initiative on Mixed-Income 

Communities (NIMC)
Ohio 

Nationwide Children’s Hospital Ohio 
Nebraska Children’s Home Society Nebraska 
Neighborhood Villages Massachusetts 
New Hampshire Department of 

Health and Human Services
New Hampshire

New Ventures Maine Maine 
North Raleigh Ministries North Carolina
Northwest Indiana Community 

Action Agency
Indiana 

NYC Administration for Children’s 
Services Division of Preventive 
Services

New York

Onondaga Community College New York
Onondaga County Department 

of Social Services - Economic 
Security

New York

Partners in Opportunity (MTO Fund) Texas 
Pima County (Ending Poverty Now) Arizona 
Platform31 The Netherlands
Puerto Rican Action Board (PRAB) New Jersey
Rainbow Village Georgia 
REDF California 
Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma Oklahoma 

Rung for Women Missouri 
San Diego Unified School District California 
Saratoga County Economic 

Opportunity Council
New York

SCO Family of Services New York
Services for the Underserved (S:US) New York
South East Community Links Australia
South Middlesex Opportunity 

Council (SMOC)
Massachusetts 

Tacoma-Pierce County Health 
Department

Washington 

The Baytree Centre United Kingdom
The Community Builders, Inc. Massachusetts 
The Family Partnership Minnesota 
The Jewish Board New York
The New York Foundling New York
The Opportunity Alliance Maine 
The Restoration House Tennessee 
Thurman Brisben Homeless Shelter 

Inc. (Brisben Center)
Virginia 

Trajekt Netherlands
United South End Settlements Massachusetts 
United Way of Bartholomew County Indiana 
United Way of South Hampton 

Roads
Virginia 

University District Food Bank Washington 
University Settlement New York
Vermont Works for Women Vermont 
Versa Welzijn Netherlands
Warren Village Colorado 
Washington State Department of 

Children, Youth, and Families
Washington 

WISHIN (Women’s Information 
Support & Housing In The North)

Australia

Wonder Foundation United Kingdom
Worcester Community Action 

Council, Inc.
Massachusetts 

Workforce Resource, Inc. Wisconsin 
Youth of Africa Career Development 

(YACD)
Washington 

YWCA Spokane Washington 
Zepf Center Ohio
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CURRENT EXCHANGE MEMBERS MAP
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What specifically about the Exchange resources listed above and/or your 
organization’s overall experience as members of the Exchange has your 
organization found most helpful in supporting your work?Q


